INDIAN EDUCATION
yet so far as the evidence is available, we nrra, ars a rule,
quite a small number of pupils taught by each teacher.
Where there was a centre of learning corresponding to a
university, this seems to have been a collection of such
small classes grouped in one place. The same teacher,
moreover, generally taught the pupil from the beginning
to the end of the period of learning. In the West it is
the institution rather than the teacher which is emphasized,
and it is the school or college which a student regards as
his alma mater. In India it is the teacher rather than the
institution that is prominent, and the same Affection and
reverence which a Western student has for his alma mater
is in India bestowed with a life-long devotion upon the
teacher. Even the introduction of Western education
with its many teachers, and many classes, has not entirely
broken down this ideal, in spite of the complications which
it produces. To an Indian student a teacher who only
appears at stated hours to teach or lecture, and is not
accessible at all times to answer questions and give advice
on all manner of subjects, is an anomaly. Such a relation-
ship, no doubt, throws a greatly increased responsibility
f^ipon the teacher, and where the teacher is not
worthy of his position may be attended with grave
dangers. But where the teacher is a man who reaches
a high intellectual, moral, and spiritual standard,
there is much to be said for the Indian ideal. There is
no country in the world where the responsibilities and
opportunities of the teacher aj;e greater than they are in
India.	f^^^V^^ '
Closely connected with the famrly relationship which
exists between teacher and pupil is the employment of
monitors to assist the teacher in his instruction. These
fulfil the place of elder brothers of the family. The

